MANNHEIMER SWARTLING IN COOPERATION WITH STOCKHOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS PRESENTS

The Mannheimer Swartling
Scholarship Programme in Russia
Mannheimer Swartling, in cooperation with the Stockholm School of Economics (SSE), is offering an academic
scholarship for a Russian professional or a Western professional with interest in Russia. The scholarship implies
a grant covering 75 % of the tuition fee for the Executive MBA (EMBA) program organised by SSE Russia.
You are hereby cordially invited to nominate an applicant within your organisation to apply for the abovementioned
scholarship for the 2020 EMBA program. Female applicants are particularly encouraged to apply.
The program, granting an SSE Executive MBA diploma, runs over a period of two years through thirteen five-days
modules to be delivered mostly at the SSE Russia venues in St. Petersburg and Moscow. In addition to providing first-class
skills in areas such as accounting and finance, economics, leadership and human resources, marketing, international
business, operations management and strategy, the two-year academic voyage features devoted stints on personal
development, an own consulting experience and an executive master thesis.

Attached to this invitation is more detailed information about the program. You are also most welcome to visit the
SSE Russia website www.sserussia.org.
The application period for the 2020-intake begins in May 2019 and the deadline is end of February 2020. The EMBA
program begins in March 2020.
Please refer to the SSE Russia Sales Manager Victoria Kostikova via email victoria.kostikova@sserussia.org or by
phone on +7 921 791 21 11 for further information regarding the program and its admissions.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO RECIEVING YOUR NOMINATION
Fredrik Svensson, Managing Partner
Mannheimer Swartling Russia

Anders Paalzow, Dean
Stockholm School of Economics Russia

Anna Sukharina, Partner
Mannheimer Swartling Russia

MANNHEIMER SWARTLING
Mannheimer Swartling is one of the leading law firms in Northern Europe. The firm is a full service Swedish law firm with
extensive international practice. Mannheimer Swartling has been active with a local presence on the Russian legal market
for more than two decades, commencing operations during the Soviet era. As the first European law firm in Russia, the
firm opened an office in Moscow in 1990. The firm’s Russian practice includes most types of commercial law, including
M&A, company law, corporate commercial, banking and finance, real estate, and litigation and arbitration. Mannheimer
Swartling has over the years gained a thorough understanding of the Russian legal market and business environment and is
able to offer its clients high quality legal advice in all areas of business law and cross-boarder transactions.
SSE RUSSIA
SSE Russia is Stockholm School of Economics’ branch on Russian ground. Located in St. Petersburg and Moscow the
school delivers Executive MBA and customized corporate programs in the English and Russian languages. Being the sole
Western business school with own presence on Russian ground, and with its twenty years’ history of experiencing the
vibrant Russian business context, the school occupies a unique source of education for anyone devoted to Russia-relevant
realities.

